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ABSTRACT
Summary: Lucy2 is a raw DNA sequence trimming and visual-
ization tool based on the popular command-line Lucy1. Users
can change parameters, trim multiple sequences and visual-
ize the results within an integrated, easy-to-use graphical user
interface. Lucy2 is designed specifically for non-programmers
to use, and is currently available on Windows, Linux and
MacOS X. Source code is also available for porting to the other
platforms.
Availability: Lucy2 is distributed under the GNU General
Public License and can be downloaded from www.complex.
iastate.edu
Contact: lucy2@www.complex.iastate.edu

Most of the bioinformatic tools operating on DNA data
assume that the sequences are trustworthy. However, raw
data obtained from sequencing machines often violate this
assumption. The toolLucy1 was created previously to solve
the raw data quality assurance problem (Chou and Holmes,
2001). Since its release,Lucy1 has become popular among
genome sequencing centers. TIGR used it almost exclusively
since 1998 (M.Holmes, personal communication), and sev-
eral other projects used or consideredLucy1 in their genomic
data processing pipeline (Qiuet al., 2003; Sorek and Safer,
2003; Venteret al., 2003; Waldbieseret al., 2003). Currently,
there are over 1000 optionally registered users ofLucy1
(M.Holmes, personal communication).

Lucy1 was originally designed for high-throughput DNA
sequencing centers to easily ‘plug-in’ to their data streams;
therefore, it is operated exclusively through a command-line
interface. This style of operation was not suitable to individu-
als who may just like to trim a few sequences, for the following
reasons:

• Lucy1 has considerable number of parameters. There
are 23 individual parameters and up to 20 window
size and maximum error pairs that could influence its
outcome.
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• Users need to specify input/output files as command-line
arguments, but often find it difficult to locate the path
leading to their data files in a graphical user interface
(GUI) environment.

• Users cannot see the results immediately after the com-
putation.Lucy1 simply saves the results to a text file,
which requires considerable efforts to understand them.

• Lucy1 does not physically remove bad sequence regions.
This is useful for genome assembly purposes, but often
end-users wish to completely delete low-quality regions
before submission to GenBank; they need to use a
companion program to trim the sequences.

Overall, it is inconvenient for users to operate withLucy1
command-line interface and to memorize its parameters. We
believe it is necessary to develop a GUI-basedLucy2 to
provide the full functionality ofLucy1 in a more user-friendly
manner.

The user interface ofLucy2 can be seen in Figure 1. Loaded
sequence and quality files are displayed in tab-delimited pan-
els. Quality values are reflected by the background color of
the DNA characters; the higher a quality value, the lighter
its correspondent character background. This gives users an
immediate impression of the sequence quality. LUCY2 is
capable of loading multiple files and batch processing them.
A viewing panel is created for each loaded file and its cor-
respondent panel tab indicates the sequence file name. All
viewing panels also display sequence names and a position
ruler. Users can identify a base position by pointing their
mouse to the base.

As Figure 1 also shows,Lucy2 provides a much friendlier
interface to set its parameters. When a parameter field is selec-
ted, a helping message will be shown in the lower part of the
dialog to explain the parameter. A reasonable default value is
always provided so users do not always need to change their
parameters. If some parameter values are changed, LUCY2
will memorize them. The next time LUCY2 is restarted, the
memorized values will be loaded as the default values. This
feature makes it easier for users to work with their favorite set
of parameters. Users can reset LUCY2 back to use the original
factory default parameter values at any time.
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Fig. 1. The GUI of Lucy2.

Fig. 2. TheLucy2 output panel.

Sequence trimming starts by clicking on the Run button
in the toolbar. After that, the computation results are shown
in a new ‘Out’ panel. Low-quality regions found by LUCY2
will be indicated by gray text color, and vector regions found
by LUCY2 will be shown as white text. Trimming results
in the output panel can be easily compared with the original
sequences in the input panel because scrolling is synchronized
between the two panels (Fig. 2). Users can determine what
actions to take next: re-trim with a new parameter set; perman-
ently remove the bad regions by clicking the ‘Trim’ button;
or save the results to files with good regions indicated in the

FASTA headers. All saved sequence files also include their
associated quality files just like whatLucy1 would create.
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